X-RAY PHASE-CONTRAST CT

QUALITY
WITH
PERSPECTIVE
The ProCon X-Ray GmbH
Since January 2004, ProCon X-Ray GmbH has
been developing systems for non-destructive testing. Our devices work with high-resolution X-ray technology and are equipped for
industrial applications and academic research
experiments.
We place great emphasis on ease of use. As
a result, we achieve greater efficiency in the
implementation of our systems into customers’ workflow.
Customers are our most important partners;
we learn from their suggestions and value
their feedback. By working closely with representatives in private practice, we are able to
accelerate improvements and develop new
solutions—always to the most highly recognized level of quality. Special requests are
processed according to customer specifications and implemented on schedule.

Our Location
We have a team of development and application engineers, marketing professionals
and service representatives working in our
Sarstedt facility which was expanded in 2014.
The in-house laboratory in Sarstedt features
CT bench top devices as well as the large
CT ALPHA from ProCon X - Ray GmbH .

In association with the Development Center
for X-ray Technology EZRT, the Fraunhofer
Institute IZFP Saarbrücken, and IIS in Erlangen, we are on the cutting edge of computer
tomography.
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FLEXIBILITY
IS OUR MAJOR
ADVANTAGE
The market for CT systems offers potential
customers fully configured systems in different sizes for different applications. At first
glance, that is probably a reasonable and
widespread approach to system builders.
But such rigidity hardly meets the demands
or applications encountered in the field of
non-destructive materials testing. Systems
that can be optimized to customer requirements are imperative. A “fully configured”
system therefore can mean “completely
compromised” to the customer.

Together with our customer we define the
appropriate base system, and determine
necessary components. In this process, the
construction of the system is adjusted to
anticipated needs.
Each owner of a ProCon X - Ray CT receives
a perfectly tuned system for the specified
application.

With flexible production capability we make
different systems based on a product family
in which each member or unit can be adapted
to different needs.

Two of our CT - ALPHA systems with adjustments meeting the respective customer
requirements.
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QUESTIONS
LEAD TO
ANSWERS
The right questions lead to the optimum
system! You define the most used components (tube & detector) and important design
elements such as focus-detector distance.
Judging the mobility of the sample and the
detector axis, we determine the maximum
flexibility for different application scenarios.
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TABLE SYSTEMS
WITH HIGH
RESOLUTION
Paper

Wood

Magnesium Foam

Carbon fibre

For our CT-COMPACT system we devised a
new detector setup - called the COMPACT
nano.
This development, offers a new level of
flexibility and maximum resolution for industrial bench top CT systems. Fast low-res and
high-res measurements are attainable within
a single instrument.
Numerous and various optical components
can be integrated into the CT-COMPACT
nano system--covering a wide range of applications!
Of course our nano option is also available for
the most of our systems.

Specifications
CT nano setup:
- quick exchangeable high quality optics with
different magnifications
- Effective pixel size
from 4.40 μm
up to 0.27 μm
- Real maximum resolution
< 0.4 μm @ JIMA test pattern
- field of view (FOV)
from 0.90 mm x 0.68 mm
up to 14.40 mm x 10.80 mm
- extendend FOV possible

Applications

- Wood
- Paper
- Carbon fibre reinforced plastic
- Light metal

Polyurethane Foam
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JIMA Test Pattern
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PHASECONTRAST
Phase- engineering methods have proven
particular innovation in samples with elements of low atomic numbers, given the fact
that the evaluation of x -ray optical phase
can provide a significantly improved contrast
here. This is very interesting in relation to
medical studies. For example, carbonaceous
soft tissue is much better contrasted. Conversely, large object fields can be visualized
wherein X -rays are scattered via darkfied
submicrometer contrast.
In samples with elements of low atomic numbers , the evaluation of x-ray - optical phase
can provide a significantly improved contrast
here. By darkfield contrast submicrometer large object fields in which X-rays are scattered can be visualized.
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Conventional X-ray absorption image without X-ray diaphragm with identical geometric intervals

Phase contrast image

Darkfield contrast image with all scattering
directions.

Darkfield contrast image of scattering direction in + 45 ° / +135 °

Darkfield contrast image of scattering direction in + 45 ° / -135 °
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MEASURING
EQUIPMENT
ABILITY
Measurement Capability
Using the Q-DAS software the measuring
capability of CT systems is demonstrably
remarkable. The measurement results are
evaluated statistically and thus provide information detailing the inspection process.
The results are relative to the standard
guidelines of Q-DAS but can also reflect or
calculate specific internal company guidelines or requirements. This ensures that the
CT system meets your exact expectations.
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OUR BEST
FOR YOUR
APPLICATION
With a system family ranging from space-optimized bench top to floor stand systems
to large portal scanners for cores, we offer
solutions for any application!

Applications
lunker analysis
CAD comparison
Dimensional measurement
Reverse Engineering
Material analysis
Defect analysis
Porosity analysis
Wall thickness analysis

Sectors
Plastics industry
Fiber composite materials
Automotive
Aviation
Dental laboratories
Geology
University research institutions
Foundry Industry
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ProCon X-Ray GmbH
Ludwig-Erhard-Ring 6a
31157 Sarstedt
+49 (0) 5066 – 98414-0
info@procon-x-ray.de

